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Magnetic reconnection is a process that contributes significantly to plasma dynamics and energy
transfer in a wide range of plasma and magnetic field regimes, including inertial confinement fusion
experiments, stellar coronae and compact, highly magnetized objects like neutron stars. Laboratory
experiments in different regimes can help refine, expand and test the applicability of theoretical
models to describe reconnection. Laser-plasma experiments exploring magnetic reconnection at
moderate intensities (IL ∼ 1014 Wcm−2) have been performed previously, where the Biermann
battery effect self-generates magnetic fields and the field dynamics studied using proton radiog-
raphy. At high laser intensities (ILλ
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L > 1018 Wcm−2µm2), relativistic surface currents and the
time-varying electric sheath fields generate the azimuthal magnetic fields. Numerical modeling of
these intensities has shown the conditions within the magnetic field region can reach the threshold
where the magnetic energy can exceed the rest mass energy such that σcold = B2/(µ0nemec

2) > 1
[A. E. Raymond, et al., Phys. Rev. E, 98, 043207 (2018)]. Presented here is the analysis of the
proton radiography of a high-intensity (∼ 1018 Wcm−2) laser driven magnetic reconnection geom-
etry. The path integrated magnetic fields are recovered using a “field-reconstruction algorithm” to
quantify the field strengths, geometry and evolution.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental process where
magnetic field lines break and reconfigure in a lower en-
ergy state, thereby releasing energy to heat the plasma.
It is an important mechanism in many astrophysical situ-
ations, such as powering coronal mass ejections and solar
flares, the solar wind interacting with the Earth’s mag-
netic fields [1], as well as in the universe’s most violent
and energetic objects like pulsars [2], active galactic nu-
clei [3] or gamma ray bursts [4]. Direct measurements of
the fields and particles are either difficult in the case of
the near-Earth environment [5], or impossible at greater
distances. Furthermore, these phenomena cover a wide
range of plasma parameters and field conditions making
the topic diverse. Studying reconnection processes in the
laboratory is therefore a valuable method for enhancing
our theoretical knowledge.
Terrestrially, magnetic reconnection can occur within

tokamak plasma [6], or dedicated magnetic reconnection
experiments such as the MRX machine [7]. Over the
last decade, laser-driven magnetic reconnection experi-
ments have been developed using high-energy nanosec-
ond laser pulses where self-generated magnetic fields are
driven together by the plasma flow [8–15]. At intensi-
ties of ∼ 1014 Wcm−2, a laser pulse can heat a tar-
get to form a plasma containing non-parallel tempera-

ture and density gradients, thus generating azimuthal
magnetic fields through the Biermann battery [16–18].
The megagauss-strength magnetic fields are transported
by the bulk plasma motion at the plasma sound speed,
cs = (ZkBTe/mi)

1/2 where Z and mi are the ion charge
and mass respectively and kBTe is the electron tempera-
ture; this is described as “frozen-in-flow”. Focusing two
laser pulses onto a target in close proximity produces a
geometry where two opposing direction magnetic fields
are driven into one another in the midplane. Fox et

al. found in this strongly driven reconnection regime the
compression of the magnetic flux means the Alfvén speed
is time dependent [19], an important consideration for
understanding the reconnection rate.

Increasing the laser intensity generates hotter elec-
trons. The inverse-velocity dependence of the collision
operator means the mean-free-path for the hottest elec-
trons is large compared with the system size. Therefore,
Braginskii’s collisional transport theory breaks down and
kinetic effects become important so that heat flows are
“non-local”. The magnetic field can then travel faster
than the ion fluid velocity [20–22]. Driving a magnetic
reconnection under these conditions means the recon-
nection rates are dictated by heat flows rather than the
Alfvènic flows [23].

At intensities of Iλ2
µ > 1.4 × 1018 Wcm−2, where λµ

is the laser wavelength in micrometers, the electrons are
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accelerated to velocities approaching the speed of light
and their motion can generate an azimuthal magnetic
field [24–28]. These relativistic electrons rapidly expand
from the laser focal volume and a large sheath field at
the target-vacuum interface is formed. This time-varying
electric field effectively confines the majority of the hot
electrons close to the target surface to form a disc ex-
panding at close to the speed of light. The Ampére-
Maxwell equation indicates an azimuthal magnetic field is
associated with the radial expansion of the time-varying
electric field. These fields have been measured and char-
acterized using proton [29] and electron deflectometry
[30]. The fields have strength of the order 100 MG con-
tained within a thin layer close to the target surface and
initially expand at close to the speed of light. Using these
“relativistic” intensities to drive magnetic reconnection
was recently investigated using copper Kα emission and
magnetic spectrometers to diagnose the fast electrons
[31]. Within the thin, hot plasma surface layer, where the
magnetic fields are present, numerical modeling found the
conditions to be such that the cold electron magnetiza-
tion parameter σcold = B2/(µ0nemec

2) > 1. Extremely
energetic astrophysical objects are also expected to have
conditions considerably above this threshold.

To gain further insight into the relativistic electron
driven reconnection experiments it is important to ob-
serve and then quantify the magnetic fields, however they
are far more challenging to diagnose. The magnetic fields
are present in a very narrow layer close to the target
surface in densities close to the critical density for the
laser pulses (nc = ǫ0meω

2
L/e

2, where ωL is the laser fre-
quency and me and e are the electron mass and charge
respectively), making optical probing techniques such as
Faraday rotation near-impossible. Proton deflectometry
is the preferred method and can provide path integrated
field maps. A proton beam is accelerated from a foil
through the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)
mechanism [32]. Therefore, to probe the magnetic fields
of the reconnection geometry, two high-intensity laser
pulses are required to drive the main interaction, as well
as a third, high-energy, short-duration laser pulse to gen-
erate a time-resolving proton beam for probing the fields.

Currently, there are no facilities with three inde-
pendent, high-energy, high-intensity beamlines and the
flexibility to configure the experiment. However there
are some facilities with two independent high-energy,
picosecond-class pulses available, and significant setup
flexibility, such as the Vulcan Target Area West (TAW)
facility. Here we present an experiment performed at
TAW, where one of the laser pulses is split into two foci
that drive the main interaction and the other pulse drives
the proton probe beam to enable magnetic field mea-
surements of the relativistic electron driven reconnection
experiment. A TNSA proton beam is used to measure
the temporal dynamics of the path-integrated magnetic
fields of the magnetic reconnection geometry. The anal-
ysis to achieve the field reconstructions are described in
the appendices. The field strengths, likely magnetic field
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FIG. 1: A schematic of the experimental setup viewed from
above.

thickness and the dimensions of the reconnection layer
are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The TAW laser facility at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory was used to perform the experiment. Two
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) pulses are available;
both have a central wavelength of 1.053 µm and are lin-
early polarized. The first CPA beam (main) was divided
into two using a split mirror prior to the final focusing
optic to produce the two, separated focal spots on the
main target. The split mirror was adjustable so the rel-
ative timing could be altered for simultaneous arrival of
the pulses on the target, as well as the relative angle be-
tween the two beams to produce the two laser focal spots
at the interaction plane. An f/15 off-axis parabolic mir-
ror produced full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) focal
spots of 30 µm. The laser pulse duration was 9.6 ps and
had a measured total laser beam energy (both laser foci)
of (220 ± 27) J. For 87.4% energy transmission through
the compressor [33], the peak on-target intensity would
be 1.05 × 1018 Wcm−2. The laser pulse had an angle of
incidence onto the target of 45◦. The main interaction
targets were one of 4 different types of thin films; 30 µm
thick polypropylene (PP), 10 µm or 25 µm thick copper
or 15 µm thick aluminum.
The second beam (probe) was used to drive a TNSA

[32] proton beam for use as a proton probing diagnostic.
TNSA produces a proton beam with excellent properties
for use as a probe of quasi-static electromagnetic fields
[34]. The beams have a small virtual source size [35]
and small emittance [36], providing excellent spatial res-
olution. They are accelerated on a timescale of approx-
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imately the laser pulse duration meaning the temporal
resolution is on the order of a picosecond [37]. The broad
energy Maxwellian-like proton spectra means the beam
becomes chirped due to the energy dependent time-of-
flight from the source foil to the interaction, and a time-
series of the interaction is produced in a single shot. Typ-
ically the proton probe is detected using a radiochromic
film (RCF) stack and each RCF layer will approximately
correspond to a narrow energy range of protons due to
the Bragg peak in the proton stopping power, enabling
the time series to be visualized.
An f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror focused the 1.6 ps

duration, (89 ± 19) J pulse onto the 15 µm thick alu-
minum foil target at an angle of incidence of approxi-
mately 60◦ to generate the proton beam. This produced
an elongated, elliptical focal spot with FWHM dimen-
sions of 3.6 µm by 7.2 µm. Taking 63% energy transmis-
sion through the compressor [33], this corresponds to a
peak intensity of 3.4 × 1020 Wcm−2. The relative tim-
ing of the main interaction pulse to the probe pulse was
varied using a delay stage before the compressor.
The rear projection proton probing geometry is illus-

trated in figure 1. The distance from the proton source
foil to the main interaction target was 3 mm and the dis-
tance from the main interaction target to the front of the
detector was 40 mm. This gave an approximate mag-
nification of the interaction on the detector of 14. The
detector was a RCF stack consisting of an aluminum foil
light shield, and layers of HD-V2 films. A copper mesh,
with a 63 µm pitch and a 25 µm thickness, was placed
between the proton source and the main interaction at
1.5 mm from both foils.
While the hot electron temperature was not mea-

sured in the experiment, the temperature can be es-
timated from analytic and empirical scalings. Good
agreement has been seen between measured hot elec-
tron temperatures in experiments utilizing high-intensity
(1017 − 1020 W/cm2), picosecond-duration, moderate-
contrast lasers, similar to the laser employed for these
experiments. These are the Beg scaling [38],

TBeg[keV] = 239
(

Iλ2
µ/1.37× 1018Wcm−2

)1/3
,

or the ponderomotive scaling [39],

Tpond[keV] = 511

(

√

1 + Iµλ2/1.37× 1018Wcm−2
− 1

)

,

and they suggest a hot electron temperature between
170-220 keV for our experimental conditions. Therefore,
the laser-heated electrons contributing to the interaction
dynamics have a significant fraction of the electron rest
mass energy with the distribution containing some rela-
tivistic electrons.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The main interaction target material was varied and
example proton images for 10 µm thick copper, 15 µm
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the raw proton probing images
through the different materials. The laser focal spot sepa-
rations are 430 µm. All of the RCF layers corresponds to
a proton energy of 3.3 MeV and an approximate time after
the leading edge of the main interaction pulses arriving at
the target of 54 ps. The image contrast has been adjusted to
enhance the proton beam structure.

FIG. 3: RCF of the early time evolution of the proton deflec-
tometry. The laser focal spot separation was 820 µm. The
RCF layers, from left to right, correspond to proton energies
of 5.6 MeV, 4.6 MeV, and 3.3 MeV. The image contrast has
been adjusted to enhance the proton beam structure.

thick aluminum and 30 µm thick polypropylene are
shown in figure 2. Target material effects could manifest
themselves in a few ways. The lower ionization thresh-
old for lower Z materials could lead to different front
side scalelength generated by the prepulse. This scale-
length may both change the electron heating temperature
and conversion efficiency as well as altering the expan-
sion dynamics that lead to the formation of the magnetic
fields. However, the higher Z material causes significant
scattering, and hence blurring of the proton images, de-
spite the thinner total thickness. The mesh structure
is only visible in the images through the polypropylene
target. SRIM [40] is used to estimate the average scat-
tering angle of a 3.3 MeV proton through each target
to be 59 milliradians for 10 µm thick copper, 39 milli-
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Shot A Shot B

FIG. 4: Time series of magnetic field retrieval, showing the measured protons/µm2 at the detector plane (top row), the
calculated undisturbed beam flux at the detector plane (middle row) and retrieved path-integrated magnetic fields at the
interaction plane (bottom row) for increasing time after arrival of the laser (left to right). The white contours with arrows
show the topology of the calculated magnetic fields. The time series is composed of films from two separate shots, three early
times from shot A (left) and three later times from shot B (right).

radians for 15 µm thick aluminum and 17 milliradians
for 30 µm thick polypropylene. In the detector plane,
this would blur the images to give spatial resolutions of
about 170 µm, 110 µm and 50 µm respectively. The
azimuthal magnetic fields generated by the two spatially
separated, high intensity laser pulses interacted produces
distortion of the fields from the purely circular fields ob-
served around a single laser pulse.

In the metal targets the significant scattering of the
proton beam makes quantitative retrieval of the fields
challenging. Furthermore, the proton flux had consider-
able shot-to-shot variation meaning the proton flux and
spatial distribution are not sufficiently stable to use as an
unperturbed reference for the radiography calculation.
However, two local reductions in the measured proton
flux with flux enhancement at the edges are observed.
These structures are noticeably smaller compared with
those of the plastic targets taken at the same time and
laser spot separation, with the smallest structures ob-

served for the copper target. This implies that for this
material the fields were either weaker, thinner (occupied
a shorter path length along the proton trajectory) or their
transverse extent smaller.

The scattering of the proton probe is minimize for the
polypropylene target. Figure 3 shows the raw proton
images for a polypropylene target where the focal spots
are separated by 820 µm (shot A presented in figure 4).
The times indicated are the time after the arrival of the
leading edge of the main interaction pulses at the target.

To generate quantitative field measurements, these im-
ages are first processed, using the method described
in Appendix A, to convert the scanned RCF images
into number of protons. Then the proton data is pro-
cessed using the field-reconstruction technique described
in Appendix B to extract path integrated magnetic field
maps using the Kugland image-flux relation and Ampére-
Monge equation [41]. Appendix B describes the methods
used to determine the undisturbed proton beam profiles,
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a crucial step in the retrieval process. A masked 2D
polynomial fit was used on for shot A to retrieve the field
structures presented in figure 4 and a masked Gaussian fit
was used for shot B. It is important to note that small dis-
crepancies between the assumed undisturbed beam pro-
file and the measured proton beam at the edges of the
beam can lead to the retrieval of nonphysical magnetic
fields. Also, although strong time-varying electric fields
will be present during the interaction these are primarily
directed normal to the target surface (along the direction
of proton propagation) they should not contribute signif-
icantly to deflection of the protons. In this experiment,
the proton beam dimension at the main interaction plane
was a similar size to the features of interest, meaning the
edge effects are particularly detrimental. We estimate
the accuracy of the fields within the region of interest to
have an error of ∼ 20%. Also the accuracy of the re-
trieved fields are strongly dependent on the overall flux
and beam uniformity.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the fields using data
from two different shots. The absolute timings are given
in reference to the first appearance of deformation within
the proton beam in shot A, which was assumed to cor-
respond to the arrival of the laser pulse. The first snap-
shot (t = 6 ps) likely illustrates fields driven during the
10 ps laser pulse duration, the later images follow the
evolution of the fields. Shot B has a later timing for the
proton beam and extends the temporal window to up to
69 ps with an estimated error of ±1 ps. Note that shot B
had 10% more energy in the main interaction laser pulses
than shot A. The retrievals still produce much stronger
fields for shot B compared to shot A. This could either
indicate strong shot-to-shot variation, or the limited ac-
curacy of the retrieval method based on the assumptions
made to determine the magnetic field maps. The overall
trend suggests an increase in field strength to a max-
imum shortly after the laser pulse with the maximum
field strength decaying at later times.

Although the absolute magnitude of the fields retrieved
is dependent on the choice of undisturbed beam and
therefore has a large error we estimate to be ∼ 20%,
and is perhaps affected by the curved ‘beam’-front of the
protons reaching the target, the qualitative shape of the
fields is as expected, with the azimuthal fields around
the focal spot disrupted in the region close to the second
laser spot by the opposing azimuthal fields associated
with that laser focus. The time series in figure 4 indi-
cates strong fields generated during the first 6 ps of the
interaction. The field-vectors also indicate the opposing
direction magnetic fields in the midplane region required
for magnetic reconnection.

The peak path integrated azimuthal magnetic fields re-
trieved here from the proton radiographs of the dual laser
foci are in the region of 50–100 µmMG, and are of simi-
lar strength to those reported in measurements of single,
relativistically-intense laser spots (∼ 1 µm × 100 MG [30]
and ∼ 10 µm × 40 MG [29]). Note these fields are much
stronger than those typically measured from nanosecond

duration laser interactions, where the magnetic fields are
of the order 1 MG [16, 18].

In the absence of a measurement of the scale length
of the magnetic field within the preplasma at the tar-
get surface, we have left the retrieved field in its path
integrated form. It is tricky to estimate the likely front
side scale length, l, since the target temperature and ex-
pansion will be highly dynamic over the temporal evo-
lution of the laser pulse (relatively long at a FWHM of
τL = 9.6 ps). Using an isothermal expansion estimate,
l = csτL [42],

l[µm] ≈ 0.3

(

Te

keV

)1/2 (
Z∗

A

)1/2 (
τL
ps

)

with Te = 170 keV, and for a pure proton plasma gives
l ≈ 38 µm. However, this likely significantly overesti-
mates the scalelength because the Te is estimated from
the peak intensity and the carbon component of the
plasma will reduce the sound speed. Sarri et al., using
the same laser system, with shorter pulse (1 ps), higher
intensity (1019 Wcm−2) found field thicknesses of 10 µm
best matched their results [29]. Therefore an estimate
of the path averaged field strengths in this experiment is
made to be between 2− 10 MG.

Further information can be obtained from the recon-
structed field images by considering the dimensions of
the reconnection layer. The ratio of the width, δ, to
the length, L, of the region can be used to determine
the reconnection rate, the time it takes a magnetic field
line to enter the diffusion region, reconnect and then exit
the layer in the outflow plasma. For our retrieved mag-
netic fields, this ratio was estimated to be δ/L ≈ 0.14,
using the FWHM of the best-fit Gaussian of the width,
and defining the length of the region by the intersection
point of the two bubbles. This is possibly an underesti-
mate since the L is not FWHM as with δ. Raymond et

al. observed δ/L ≈ 0.3 using copper Kα emission and nu-
merical modeling in a similar regime [31]. It is, however,
consistent with fast, collisionless reconnection which pre-
dicts rates of 0.1-0.2vA [19].

Figure 5 shows lineouts of path integrated magnetic
fields along the axis of symmetry perpendicular to the
midplane for shot B. There are a couple of features to
note. Firstly, the unsurprising observation that the mag-
netic field strengths decrease with increasing time. The
fields persist for many pulse duration’s (τL = 9.6 ps), an
observation that is consistent with Sarri et al. who made
similar single spot measurements using τl = 1 ps pulses
[29]. Secondly, the relative strength of the magnetic fields
decays quicker for the “internal” fields on both sides of
the midplane region compared to the external fields on
either side. This is likely because magnetic reconnection
is taking place in the midplane region.
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FIG. 5: BxL along the axis of symmetry of the magnetic fields
for shot B shown in figure 4.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have utilized proton radiography to
probe the evolving azimuthal magnetic fields at the sur-
face of thin targets of metal and plastic by two, co-timed,
high intensity laser pulses. The data suggests reduced
size fields on the metal targets in comparison with the
plastic foils. An algorithm exploiting the Kugland image-
flux relation together with the Monge-Ampére equation
to retrieve the path-integrated magnetic fields assuming
an initial proton flux distribution. As expected, two az-
imuthal fields were retrieved with field strengths up to
B · L ∼ 100 µmMG. The field maps indicated the mag-
netic fields in the midplane were compressed and the field
strengths reduce at a faster rate compared to the external
fields. The width to length ratio of, δ/L ≈ 0.14, suggests
a fast collisionless reconnection mechanism would be ap-
propriate in this regime.
Future experiments could explore the differing field for-

mation on metals and plastics in more depth utilizing
higher energy proton probing. Finer temporal resolution
in the design of the proton probing diagnostic would per-
mit measurement of the rapid (6 ps) growth of the fields.
With respect to using a field retrieval algorithm on TNSA
proton radiography, the calculation of the assumed un-
perturbed proton beam is most successfully recreated us-
ing a custom 2D 3rd order polynomial or Gaussian filter,
that is masked to recreate the beam edge. We note that
using a larger distance between the source foil to the in-
teraction, so that the proton beam overfills the region of
interest would also improve the field reconstruction.

Appendix A: Radiochromic film characterization

Radiochromic film (RCF) is a dose dependent radi-
ation detector that darkens on exposure to radiation.
Used in a stack configuration, as was for this experi-
ment, the film can be used to record the proton beam

transverse profile for discrete proton energies. Following
exposure, the films were scanned, after a wait-period of
24 hours, with a three color transmission scanner (Nikon
CoolScan9000). The same device, and settings, were used
to scan a set of calibration HD-V2 type films. These
had previously been exposed, at the Birmingham syn-
chrotron, to known doses of a 29 MeV proton beam be-
tween 0.1 and 200,000 Gy. The contributions of the three
colour channels were combined and a custom fit used to
obtain a pixel value to dose conversion.

Before conversion of the pixel values from raw data to
dose, dark points due to the presence of dust on the films
was removed. The dust removal method used was based
on the technique developed by G. Hicks [43]. Here, a
2D-histogram of the pixel values of the green and blue
channels is generated. Points that fall outside of ±2.5σ,
where σ is the local rms of the distribution, are labelled
as dust and the values are in-painted from the surround-
ing film. Since darker regions of film correspond to higher
proton signal, and exclusion of regions of the film would
affect the field retrieval algorithm, this step is very im-
portant.

Dose per pixel in Grays (1 G = 1 J/kg), is converted to
energy per pixel by considering the density and volume of
the active layer in which the proton energy is deposited.
Here, density was assumed to be 1.2 gcm−3 [44] with the
pixel volume of (84 µm2 × 12µm).

Conversion of energy deposited in the film in Joules to
number of protons must consider that all protons with
energies sufficiently high to reach a particular layer, will
contribute to the deposited energy of that layer. This
is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows response curves
for the RCF stack, that is the energy deposited in each
RCF layer as a function of initial proton energy (before
entering the stack). These curves were calculated using
proton stopping powers from SRIM [40] and a GUI de-
veloped by D. C. Carroll [45]. For the retrieval of the
proton number, the signal on each layer is assumed to be
due only to protons with energies falling within a band-
width defined by deposition above 1/e of the maximum.
The mean energy deposited by protons within this bin-
width is used to estimate the number of proton in this
energy bin from the deposited dose.

Typically, protons generated by TNSA exhibit a spec-
trum that decays exponentially with increasing proton
energy up to the cut-off energy. By starting at the rear
of the RCF stack, it is possible to remove the contribu-
tion of higher energy protons to pieces of film earlier in
the stack. However, the absolute protons/pixel is impor-
tant in determining how the proton flux at the stack has
been locally affected by fields in the target. In order to
correct the proton flux it is necessary to track the pro-
tons through the film so that the extra dose of higher
energy protons is removed from the correct location in
the earlier films. Due to the hundreds of micron (multi-
pixel) positioning accuracy of the films relative to one an-
other and the strong but spatially small flux modulation
introduced by the mesh it was not possible to perform
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FIG. 6: Response curves of the RCF stack showing the energy
deposited in each layer of the RCF stack by protons with
different initial energies (darker lines for film layers at the
front of the stack).

this adjustment correctly. However, due to the typically
exponential decay of the spectrum, the contribution of
higher energy protons to each layer can be considered
to be small. Since we are not concerned with the exact
spectral shape, this contribution is negligible.

Appendix B: Magnetic field retrieval

Having converted the RCF film stacks into pro-
tons/pixel, it was then possible to study the local change
in flux that is due to deflection of the protons in the
electromagnetic fields of the plasma.
One technique that is commonly used to track the de-

flection of protons in the target fields is the introduction
of a regular modulation into the proton beam prior to its
passage through the target, e.g. a mesh. Distortion of
this mesh can then be used to infer deflection of the pro-
tons relative to their initial trajectory. In the past this
has been used to determine the fields generated around
laser pulses and in moderate intensity reconnection ex-
periments [8, 9, 11]. Here, the mesh was positioned be-
tween the proton source foil and the target at 1.5 mm
from both. However, measurement of the proton beam
in the absence of a reconnection target revealed distor-
tion of mesh (figure 7). This distortion is more obvious
at lower proton energies and complicates retrieval of the
fields. It is likely to arise from the combination of mul-
tiple factors including; increased source size of the low
energy protons and distortion of the target rear surface
at late times, as well as charging and deformation of the
mesh.
An alternative method to retrieve the path-integrated

field is to consider the mapping of proton flux within the
image as described in [46]. Here, we will follow the nu-
merical model derived by Bott et al. in [41]. This model
relates the proton flux distribution to the path-integrated
magnetic field experienced during passage through the re-
connection fields via an equation of Monge-Ampere type.

a) 3.3 MeV
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FIG. 7: Measure proton distributions for a) 3.3 MeV, b)
4.6 MeV and c) 5.6 MeV protons (the same energies as the
films in figure 4) that have not interacted with the recon-
nection target. This illustrates the ‘innate’ distortion of the
mesh.

This method can provide a unique solution of the path-
integrated field provided that there is no crossing of the
protons within the beam (no caustics). The ‘regime’ of
the probing is defined using the contrast parameter, µ
(eqn. 1), which is related to; the distance from the proton
source to the interaction, ri; the interaction to proton de-
tector, rs; the magnetic field strength, Brms; the proton
‘speed’, V ; the length of the interaction plasma, lz, and
the correlation length of the magnetic field transverse to
the proton propagation, lB . The code was designed for
use with stochastic magnetic fields for which the corre-
lation length represented the typical scale length of the
stochastic features. For the current problem, we calcu-
late the contrast parameter by estimating the deflection
angle, α, as the path integrated magnetic field along dis-
tance lz. assume our fields will be of similar scale to the
system size, lz.

µ =
rsriα

(rs + ri)lB
=

rsri
(rs + ri)lB

eBrmslz
mpV

≈ 0.04 (1)

Here, we are safely within the non-linear regime (µ <
1), in which there is still a unique mapping from initial
beam to the line integrated magnetic field. In order to
retrieve the fields, a number of assumptions need to be
made. These are:

1. proton point source: the source size of our proton
beam was not measured but can be assumed to be
< 20µm as the mesh is clearly resolved.

2. point projection imaging: the distance from the
interaction to the detector is 2-orders of magni-
tude larger than the size of the magnetic field along
the proton path, meaning that the approximation
rs ≫ lz is valid.

3. mono-energetic protons: although the proton beam
itself has a broad energy spread, the proton ener-
gies contributing to each layer of the detector is
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relatively small (∆E/E < 10%). The contribution
of a small range of proton energies to each layer
will lead to low levels of ‘blurring’ in the flux dis-
tribution.

4. evolution of fields during proton passage through
interaction: The duration of passage of mono-
energetic protons through a 100 µm plasma is
< 0.5 ps for all energies utilized here. While the
evolution of the fields in a relativistic laser plasma
interaction can be extremely rapid, the similarity
of the images obtained for different probing times
implies that our field structures are not evolving
significantly over this timescale.

5. paraxial approximation: assuming a point source of
protons at the proton foil, the half-angle divergence
of the proton beam was calculated. This varies
with proton energy from 9◦ to the maximum ac-
ceptance of the RCF stack (27◦) implying that the
proton beam cannot be approximated as planar at
the interaction. This does not qualitatively change
the contrast regime but can influence quantitative
analysis.

6. initial proton profile: the proton beam profile is
clearly non-uniform and estimation of this ‘undis-
turbed’ profile represents the largest source of error.
This is discussed in greater depth below.

The basis of the field retrieval algorithm is that a
change in flux distribution of the proton image results
from local flux being redirected by the magnetic fields.
Therefore a lack or excess of protons in a particular re-
gion can be used to infer the fields. This is only true
if the undisturbed proton flux distribution is known. In
many cases, for example capsule implosions, the undis-
turbed beam profile is isotropic and smooth and can be
approximated by using the mean flux with any large-scale
modulations estimated using a low-pass Fourier filter. In
the case of TNSA-produced proton beams, this is not the
case. The flux cut-off marking the ‘edge’ of the beam can
have a strong gradient relative to flux variations within
the beam. Shot-to-shot variability in beam profile and
varying beam profile with proton energy, mean that it is
difficult to infer the shape of the beam from ‘reference’
shots or RCF pieces corresponding to high energy/early
time protons. In addition, in this case, the presence of
the modulation imposed by the mesh adds an extra chal-
lenge since the frequency of this modulation is on a sim-
ilar scale to the size of the signal and therefore Fourier
filtering is ineffective.
In attempting to estimate the undisturbed proton flux

profile, we have utilized a) flat mean-field, b) large sigma
Gaussian filtering and c) 2D 3rd order polynomial fit. We
present here the magnetic field retrievals for these meth-
ods. In figure 8, the different backgrounds are shown
for the same film (figure 3c), together with the associ-
ated field-retrieval. It can be seen that in the case of
the flat undisturbed beam (a), the beam edge, which is

y
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FIG. 8: Field retrievals (bottom row) at the interaction plane
of t = 33 ps film in figure 4 using different assumed ‘undis-
turbed’ proton flux distributions shown at the detector plane
(top row) including, from left to right, a flat mean-field, a
σ =150-pixel Gaussian filter with 200-pixel kernal size, and a
custom 2D 3rd-order polynomial, masked with the beam edge,
in which the low flux regions are replaced with the original
image.

not accounted for in the background, results in strong,
non-physical fields. The algorithm deduces that the lack
of flux in these regions compared with the flat distribu-
tion results from strong magnetic fields which dominate
over the structure within the beam. The Gaussian fil-
ter (b) fairs better, with the gradual fall-off at the edge
of the undisturbed beam reducing these spurious fields.
However, in this case, the fall-off in flux is too gradual,
such that in some cases there is a mismatch between the
initial and final beam profile resulting in retrieval of non-
physical fields.

In contrast, the masked 2D polynomial fit exhibits a
much sharper drop-off in flux at the edge of the beam and
more accurately follows the initial profile of the beam.
This can be seen clearly in the central row of figure 4
which illustrates the undisturbed beam profile calculated
using this custom polynomial for each of the different
films within the same stack (the same shot). It is clear
from the measured data that the beam edge is relatively
sharp with changing beam size with proton energy. This
custom fit, utilized a 2d 3rd-order polynomial fit to the
measured data after the data had been smoothed with a
large kernel Gaussian filter. This also leads to an over-
estimation of signal at the beam edge and so the fit was
then masked to exclude values ‘outside’ the beam edge,
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where the beam edge was defined as pixels with values
falling below 25% of the measured maximum. The pixels
outside of the edge of the beam were replaced with their
values from the original data. This masked fit was then
smoothed with a small (20-pixel) Gaussian filter to pre-
vent sharp edges. As in all other cases, the total flux in
the undisturbed image was adjusted to match the total
flux within the measured image.
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